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Abstract
Background: Return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC) is achieved in 25% of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) patients. Mechanical chest

compression (mechCPR) may maintain better perfusion during transport, allowing hospital treatments like extracorporeal circulation life support

(ECLS). We aim to assess the effectiveness of a pre-hospital protocol introduction.

Methods: Observational, retrospective study assessing all OHCA patients aged 12–75, with no-flow time <20 min in a metropolitan area (Milan,

Italy, 2013–2016). Primary outcomes: ROSC and Cerebral Performance Category score (CPC) �2 at hospital discharge. Logistic regressions with

multiple comparison adjustments balanced with propensity scores calculated with inverse probability of treatment weighting were performed.

Results: 1366 OHCA were analysed; 305 received mechCPR, 1061 manual chest compressions (manCPR), and 108 ECLS. ROSC and CPC �2

were associated with low-flow minutes (odds ratio [95% confidence interval] 0.90 [0.88–0.91] and 0.90 [0.87–0.93]), shockable rhythm (2.52 [1.71–

3.72] and 10.68 [5.63–20.28]), defibrillations number (1.15 [1.07–1.23] and 1.15 [1.04–1.26]), and mechCPR (1.86 [1.17–2.96] and 2.06 [1.11–
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3.81]). With resuscitation times >13 min, mechCPR achieved more frequently ROSC compared to manCPR. Among ECLS patients, 70% had time

exceeding protocol: 8 (7.5%) had CPC �2 (half of them with low-flow times between 45 and 90 min), 2 (1.9%) survived with severe neurological

disabilities, and 13 brain-dead (12.0%) became organ donors.

Conclusions: MechCPR patients achieved ROSC more frequently than manual CPR patients; mechCPR was a crucial factor in an ECLS protocol

for refractory OHCA. ECLS offered a chance of survival to patients who would otherwise die.

Keywords: Out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, Cardiopulmonary resuscitation, Mechanical chest compressions, Extracorporeal membrane

oxygenation, Neurological outcome, Anoxic brain damage
Introduction

Out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) is a challenge for public

health,1–2 as only 25% of patients achieve a sustained return of

spontaneous circulation (ROSC), and only one-third of them leave

the hospital alive.3–4 Approximately 20% of OHCA patients first pre-

sent with shockable rhythms,5 and despite being the minority of

cases, >80% of survivors come from this group. Few advanced life

support (ALS) therapies improve outcomes after OHCA. Timely inter-

ventions,6 such as prompt first-aid resuscitation efforts and rapid

hospital transport, determine the survival chain in OHCA and may

preserve the patient’s full neurologic function.7

OHCA patients are usually treated in the field until ROSC or

death declaration; treatments are frequently interrupted if ROSC is

not achieved within 30–45 min.8 Guidelines suggest avoiding trans-

ferring an OHCA patient before ROSC; however, in the case of

refractory rhythms, subsequent therapies may only be available in

hospitals; thus, prolonging cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) on

the scene is not reasonable from this perspective.9

Patients undergoing manual CPR (manCPR) cannot be moved

safely from the scene because of its low quality in rapidly moving

ambulances. Mechanical chest compressions (mechCPR) overcome

this barrier, ensuring adequate cerebral perfusion during transport,

thus allowing treatments such as percutaneous coronary intervention

(PCI) or extracorporeal life support (ECLS).8,10 Extensive studies on

mechCPR have been performed,11 but they have yet to focus on

mechCPR in structured ECLS programs.

Recently, the use of mechCPR has increased, even if not openly

recommended by guidelines.12 The first preclinical investigations13–

14 reported good efficacy10,15–16 and safety.17 Nevertheless, large

prospective trials18–20 found no outcome differences between

manCPR and mechCPR, with some possible harms.21 However, it

is hard to make conclusive analyses about its role in the whole clin-

ical pathway since treatments beyond the early resuscitation process

may be confounding.22

ECLS supports both cardiac and pulmonary function. Technical

improvements and percutaneous cannulation have made it feasible

in emergencies, and its use has increased over the past years.23

Observational studies have reported higher survival rates and

favourable neurological outcomes with ECLS24 after OHCA,25 also

considering prolonged resuscitation times.26 Encouraging results

have been recently published in the first prospective randomised

controlled trial (RCT),27 while results from other RCTs are still

pending.28

In 2013, a new pre-hospital rescue protocol was applied to the

metropolitan area of Milan: physicians were allowed to use

mechCPR or manCPR at their discretion, thus offering the opportu-

nity for this retrospective observational study to evaluate the real-life
rescue teams’ work with a pragmatic approach. We first analysed the

impact of pre-hospital mechCPR. Then, since ALS could be followed

by in-hospital ECLS,29–30 we attempted to describe the effect of this

latter intervention.

Methods

When the mechCPR-ECLS protocol (Fig. 1S) was introduced in

Milan, scientific evidence from the literature concerning the efficacy

of ECLS after OHCA was considered sufficiently strong.10 After a

test trial at San Gerardo Hospital, Monza,31–32 a metropolitan proto-

col was established (see Electronic Supplementary Material, ESM,

for details) with the following shared criteria for eligibility: 1) age

between 12 and 75 years; 2) no-flow time from collapse to basic life

support team (BLS) arrival equal or less than 6 min; 3) end-tidal CO2

(ET-CO2) equal or more than 10 mmHg after 20 min of CPR; 4) low-

flow time from collapse to hospital admission equal or less than

45 min. Ineligibility criteria were end-stage cardiomyopathy with no

transplant indication, severe aortic valve regurgitation, aortic dissec-

tion, peripheral vasculopathy, and terminal malignancy. A mechCPR

compression device was not mandatory, although strongly recom-

mended since guidelines9 suggested its use during transport; given

the observational and pragmatic nature of the study, the treatments

offered by medical teams were different depending on the physi-

cians’ choices.

Study design and authorisation

The primary outcomes of this retrospective, observational, multicen-

tre study were: 1) CPR effectiveness assessed by the number of

patients with ROSC; 2) neurological outcome measured as the num-

ber of patients discharged from the hospital with a Cerebral Perfor-

mance Category (CPC) score of 1 or 2. Secondary outcomes

included: time to ROSC; emergency room (ER) survival; survival to

hospital discharge; multi-organ donation after brain or cardiac death.

The study inclusion criteria were: OHCA patients attended by

ALS medical teams and managed by the Milan dispatch centre dur-

ing the first 30 months after the protocol introduction (from Septem-

ber 1st, 2013, to February 29, 2016). The study exclusion criteria

were pregnancy, age <12 or >75 years, no flow time >20 min or

not determinable, and Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) orders. It is notice-

able, that exclusion and inclusion criteria for the present study are

different from the inclusion criteria of the mechCPR-ECLS protocol,

to detect treatments that deviated from the protocol, too.

The Monza Ethics Committee authorised the study (Prot. 2462;

15th December 2016). According to local legislation, informed con-

sent was obtained from survivors or their legal representatives if

non-competent.33 Physicians were allowed to use mechCPR or

manCPR at their discretion, and an ECLS 4-point network (see
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ESM) was established to direct patients for further treatments in case

of refractory OHCA.

Data gathering and statistical analyses

Data regarding time and rescue operations were taken from the elec-

tronic emergency management system used by the dispatch centre.

Clinical data were taken from the physician’s medical records on the

scene. Outcome data for the whole dataset of patients came from the

registers of each hospital where OHCA patients were admitted (i.e.

both the four ECLS centres and the other 18 metropolitan hospitals).

Control groups (manCPR and no-ECLS) were compared with in-

tervention groups (mechCPR and ECLS). Two logistic regression

models were planned, using the propensity score34 based on the

probability of every patient to undergo manCPR or mechCPR and

to receive or not receive ECLS, respectively.

Considering the different numbers of OHCA patients in the case

and control groups, both propensity score matching (PSM) and

inverse probability of treatment weighting (IPTW) have been applied.

It is well known that, despite some similarities, sometimes these two

techniques behave differently, mainly because matching selects

some controls and discards others, while IPTW includes all study

units. The study is externally valid when no discrepancies are found

between these methods.
Table 1 – Case-mix of all OHCA patients.

Total OHCA

1366

MechCPR system on board 585 (42.9)

Age (years) 62 [51–69]

Male 1016 (74.5)

OHCA after trauma 155 (11.4)

Public place 443 (32.5)

Witnessed 1304 (96.2)

Bystander CPR 501 (36.9)

First presentation rhythm

VF 439 (32.1)

pVT 3 (0.2)

PEA 258 (18.9)

Asystole 666 (48.8)

No-flow time (min) 9 [6–11]

Low-flow during BLS (min) 5 [2–10]

Low flow during ALS (min) 31 [20–42]

Time to ROSC (min) 22 [15–34]

Death on the scene 498 (36.5)

Sustained ROSC 413 (30.4)

ER survival 487 (36.1)

Survival at 24 h 356 (27.3)

ICU survival 178 (13.7)

Hospital survival 164 (12.7)

CPC score at hospital discharge

1 87 (6.8)

2 18 (1.4)

3 27 (2.1)

4 28 (2.2)

5 45 (3.5)

Multiple organ donation 33 (2.4)

Out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients, described according to the Utstein style.

[interquartile range]. OHCA: out-of-hospital cardiac arrest; manCPR: manual chest

compression for cardio pulmonary resuscitation; ECLS: extracorporeal life supp

pulseless electrical activity; BLS: basic life support (certified rescuers on board);

spontaneous circulation; ER: emergency room; ICU: intensive care unit; CPC: cer
All the covariates available before the decision to use mechCPR

or manCPR and to use ECLS or not were considered to build the

propensity score models.35 Hence, it was possible to highlight which

ones were associated with the medical decision to use mechCPR

and ECLS. The covariates were patients’ age and sex, event loca-

tion, witnessed collapse, traumatic OHCA, bystander CPR, no flow

time, and low flow time before the ALS team arrived. These data

were used for both the propensity models. Time of ALS assistance

and use of mechCPR were added variables for propensity scores

regarding ECLS.

To identify the variables potentially influencing the outcomes, the

statistical analysis was performed using logistic regression models

with multiple comparison adjustments, and inverse probability

weighted propensity scores36 to control for confounding.37 For “time

to ROSC”, the comparison between manCPR and mechCPR was

made first by the Kaplan-Meier method; after that, the probability

of obtaining ROSC was modelled with a simple logistic model. Organ

donation was only analysed with descriptive statistics. For all com-

parisons, a p <0.05 was considered statistically significant. All anal-

yses were performed using Stata version 12 (Stata Corp, College

Station, TX, USA).
manCPR

1061 (77.7)

mechCPR

305 (22.3)

ECLS

108 (7.9)

314 (29.6) 271 (89.1) 70 (64.8)

63 [52–70] 60 [50–68] 53 [43–63]

768 (72.5) 248 (81.3) 101 (93.5)

144 (13.6) 11 (3.6) 2 (1.9)

325 (30.7) 118 (38.7) 63 (58.3)

1015 (96.4) 289 (95.4) 106 (98.1)

348 (33.0) 153 (50.5) 70 (65.4)

293 (27.6) 146 (47.9) 74 (69.2)

3 (0.3) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

201 (19.0) 57 (18.7) 10 (9.3)

564 (53.3) 102 (33.4) 23 (21.5)

9 [6–11] 9 [6–12] 8 [6–12]

5 [2–10] 5 [2–9] 5 [2–9]

29 [18–40] 38 [28–48] 42 [29–50]

21 [14–30] 30 [18–42] 34 [19–59]r

469 (44.2) 29 (9.5) 0 (0.0)

324 (30.6) 89 (29.3) 15 (14.2)

319 (30.1) 168 (55.1) 108 (100.0)

244 (23.0) 112 (36.7) 68 (63.0)

132 (12.4) 46 (15.1) 10 (9.3)

119 (11.2) 45 (14.8) 10 (9.3)

61 (6.0) 26 (9.2) 6 (5.6)

11 (1.1) 7 (2.5) 2 (1.9)

21 (2.1) 6 (2.1) 1 (0.9)

22 (2.2) 6 (2.1) 1 (0.9)

23 (2.3) 22 (7.8) 18 (16.7)

16 (1.5) 17 (5.6) 13 (12.0)

Variables are presented as absolute numbers (percentage), or as median

compression for cardio pulmonary resuscitation; mechCPR: mechanical chest

ort; VF: ventricular fibrillation; pVT: pulseless ventricular tachycardia; PEA:

ALS: advanced life support (physician on board); ROSC: sustained return of

ebral performance categories.



Fig. 1 – Each logistic model weighted on the dataset of 1366 patients describes the relative effect of the four

variables significantly associated with outcomes. X axis, logarithmic scale. OR (95% CI): Odds Ratio (95%

confidence interval); pVT: pulseless ventricular tachycardia; VF: ventricular fibrillation; ALS: advanced life support;

mechCPR: mechanical chest compression for cardiopulmonary resuscitation; ROSC: sustained return of

spontaneous circulation; ER survival: survival when transferred from emergency room; H survival: survival to

hospital discharge; CPC: cerebral performance category.
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Results

Study population and selection criteria

From September 1st, 2013, to February 29, 2016, namely the first

30 months from protocol implementation, 11,783 emergency calls

for OHCA were received by the dispatch centre, and 8175 were

not treated with further ALS due to probable unfavourable prognosis

(i.e., evident signs of death, very old age, explicit DNR orders) or due

to organisational issues (immediate unavailability of ALS, extreme

proximity to a hospital). Of the remaining 3608 OHCA, 2242 were fur-

ther excluded: 946 were out of the age range, 455 had a no-flow time

longer than 20 min or non-determinable, and 841 had DNR orders

(Fig. 2S) 0.1366 OHCA patients were thus included in the present

study. Of these, 1061 received manCPR until death or hospital

admission, while 305 received mechCPR after a variable period of

manCPR (until ALS arrival). The patients’ main details are given in

Table 1, while Table 1S summarises all the available variables, fol-

lowing the Utstein style, also reporting the balancing adequacy

obtained with the matched propensity score approach for CPR: all

the p values of the considered variables become lower than 0.10

after matching. On the contrary, the expected propensity score on

ECLS could not be generated due to the lack of surviving patients

in the no-ECLS group.

In almost half the cases, the physicians in charge could directly

decide on either mechCPR or manCPR since their rescue vehicles

were equipped with a LUCAS-2 � device (Tab. 1). However, if the
Fig. 2 – Panel A: OHCA cases were divided between ROSC

longer before stopping because of ROSC or death declarat

logistic model (that considers the continuous variable ALS t

and their interaction) to describe the probability of ROSC.

after 13 min of ALS - when there are still more than 80% of

higher than with manCPR. ROSC: sustained return of sponta

ALS: advanced life support; mechCPR: mechanical chest co

manual chest compression for cardiopulmonary resuscitat
mechCPR-ECLS protocol was activated and the ALS team on the

scene lacked a mechCPR device, a second vehicle equipped with

a LUCAS-2 � was immediately activated to join the scene as soon

as possible.

Treatments and conditions with positive outcomes

Four variables were significantly associated with our primary and

secondary outcomes (survival to ER and to hospital discharge): a

shockable rhythm, the total number of defibrillations, every minute

of ALS assistance, and the use of mechCPR. Fig. 1 reports the

results from the logistic regression models with IPTW; similar results

were obtained with PSM approach, as reported in Fig. 3S.

Duration of ALS assistance (defined from ALS team scene arrival

to either ROSC or death declaration) was associated with poor out-

come: for each added minute, the probability of survival decreased

by about 11%. Thus, it is fundamental to consider whether this vari-

able affects other variables.38 We, therefore, made an exploratory

analysis of the relationship between the duration of ALS and the

achievement of ROSC. ALS assistance was significantly longer in

the mechCPR group than with manCPR, both in case of survival

and death (Fig. 2, panel A). The probability of ROSC under

mechCPR or manCPR was separately related to the duration of

ALS: both fell exponentially over time, but with different slopes: after

13 min of ALS, the odds for ROSC became higher in the mechCPR-

group. (Fig. 2, panel B).
or not; in both conditions, mechCPR was continued for

ion. Panel B: all the OHCA cases were pooled to build a

ime in minutes, the dummy variable mechCPR/manCPR,

Since with mechCPR, this probability falls less steeply,

assisted patients - the likelihood of ROSC begins to be

neous circulation; OHCA: out-of-hospital cardiac arrest;

mpression for cardiopulmonary resuscitation; manCPR:

ion.
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Adherence to the shared protocol and neurological

outcomes

Among the 1366 OHCA patients, 108 received ECLS treatment

(Fig. 4S). In more than 70% of cases, the cut-offs for protocol inclu-

sion (<6 min of no-flow time and <45 min of low-flow time) were not

respected. Fig. 3 and Table 2S illustrate the neurological outcomes

according to adherence to the protocol. Half of the patients who

achieved a good neurological outcome had a low-flow time longer

than 45 min, even up to 90 min.

Table 3S lists the features of these patients according to their

neurological outcomes. In patients treated with ECLS, regardless

of protocol inclusion criteria, 7.4% had a good neurological outcome;

significant neurological disability occurred in 1.9%. In those with

unfavourable neurological outcomes, organ donation was possible

in 12.0% of patients.

Discussion

Approaching OHCA calls for a complex interaction among subse-

quent players: BLS by first responders, ALS by dispatched emer-

gency physicians, followed by advanced care in the hospital. It is

hard to distinguish the specific importance of each item of the sur-

vival chain because of their unavoidable interdependence.39 The

present observational, retrospective study describes the results of

the first 30 months after introducing a shared mechCPR-ECLS pro-

tocol for OHCA in the Milan metropolitan area (Italy). The protocol

involved more than 200 professional ALS workers and more than

3000 certified volunteers on ambulances (BLS). The large number

of cases analysed and the availability of a mechCPR device only

in about half of the ALS teams allowed us to adequately stratify

the propensity for receiving mechCPR, using this probability for

weighting its effect in a multivariate assessment. Patients receiving

mechCPR thus had higher odds of a good outcome than those trea-

ted with manCPR only. Of the enrolled patients without ROSC, 9.3%

survived if treated with ECLS, 80% with a good neurological out-

come, but none otherwise; this is in line with other study results.40

Likely, our control group (manCPR) performed poorly compared

to what has been described in the international literature.18–19 These

pragmatical observations showing better outcomes by using a

mechCPR approach are probably due to a difference between the

actual effectiveness of the LUCAS-2 � device, i.e. how it worked in

practice, instead of its theoretical efficacy, i.e. how well it measured

in controlled trials.

We consistently found that the most critical factors in terms of

chances of ROSC and good neurological outcome were quick ALS

assistance and a shockable rhythm. Firstly, for every minute of

CPR, the probability of survival decreases by 11%; secondly, when

the rhythm is shockable, there is a twofold probability of ROSC

and a tenfold probability of a good neurological recovery. Unfortu-

nately, neither the rhythm nor the duration of CPR can be controlled.

At the same time, the type of chest compression delivered can: for

each minute of mechCPR, the probability of good recovery

decreases less than with manCPR. With ALS times longer than

13 min, in this peculiar real-world setting, mechCPR achieved more

frequently ROSC compared to manCPR, thus making our results

inconsistent with previous studies,41–42 possibly because of better

chest compressions and shorter hands-off time during the hospital

transfer.
Two striking differences stand out when analysing the percent-

ages of patients treated with manCPR vs mechCPR. Firstly, if the

physician in charge decided to begin mechCPR, the patient was usu-

ally transferred to the hospital, even outside the mechCPR-ECLS

protocol. Less than 15% of patients without ROSC undergoing

mechCPR were declared dead at the scene, as opposed to more

than 60% of those treated with manCPR (Fig. 4). Secondly, consid-

ering both the different sizes groups (78% manCPR and 22%

mechCPR) and ALS duration (29 [18–49] min for manCPR vs 38

[28–48] min for mechCPR, p <0.001) suggests the occurrence of a

case of Simpson’s paradox (see the ESM for further discussion).43

We could not build a propensity score on ECLS because of the

lack of “control cases”44: no patient in the non-ECLS group survived.

Despite the still high mortality, 7.4% had a good neurological out-

come; these results are likely not obtainable with any other currently

available treatment. More than 70% of all patients who received

ECLS and 50% of patients with good neurological outcomes

exceeded no-flow (6 min) and low-flow times (45 min) designated

by the protocol, challenging its rules. The introduction of ECLS

strategies after OHCA offers previously inconceivable possibili-

ties.8,27 Moreover, since the present study covers only the first

30 months after the introduction of the mechCPR-ECLS protocol,

we cannot exclude that better results might have been reached

subsequently.45

Study limitations

The present study has several limitations. First, it is observational

and retrospective. Even after statistical correction for all the available

observed covariates, it is very likely that some unobserved covari-

ates might have influenced our findings. Second, these observations

were obtained in a unique context: the first 30 months after introduc-

ing a new, shared protocol in a metropolitan area. These features

make the results difficult to replicate. Moreover, the hospitals avail-

able for ECLS were chosen because of their vast experience with

extracorporeal circulation after cardiac surgery and because they

covered the whole metropolitan area being theoretically reachable

within 20 min by ambulance. Third, the quality of both manCPR

and mechCPR was not controlled: we can speculate there might

have been less hands-off time and more effective mechCPR during

hospital transport, but no data were gathered to measure this key

point. Fourth, emergency physicians were free to decide whether

to use mechCPR in any specific scenario, according to the dispatch

centre indications, in default of a local protocol specific for the

mechCPR use. Fifth, protocol inclusion criteria were not respected

in more than 70% of cases; we decided to describe our results, given

that half of the patients who achieved a good neurological outcome

were outside the inclusion criteria. Sixth, ET-CO2 measurement

was frequently lacking in medical charts; this makes it hard to verify

the importance of restoring perfusion, especially concerning the

choice of no-flow time limits. Seventh, 69.4% of OHCA patients

assisted by rescue teams without an out-of-hospital physician were

excluded; in this case, it is impossible to state whether these choices

introduced confounding or excluded patients who might have been

eligible for ECLS. All these points weaken the conclusions but simul-

taneously are closer to real everyday medical assistance, warranting

a revision of inclusion and exclusion criteria for mechCPR-ECLS

protocols.



Fig. 3 – The 108 patients given ECLS, according to their hospital neurologic outcomes. In more than half the cases,

the assistance times from witnessed OHCA were longer than specified in the locally shared protocol, having the

thresholds of 6 min for the no flow time, and of 45 min for the hospital admission. ECLS: extracorporeal life support;

DBD: organ donation after brain death; CPC: cerebral performance category; OHCA: out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.
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Is there space for prospective randomised trials?

In the past few years, our group tried to design a prospective, ran-

domised trial on ECLS after OHCA. This option was then excluded

for two main reasons. First, the outcome improvement offered by

ECLS and the substantial absence of any other comparable treat-

ment made a hypothetical control group unethical.46 Second, the

impossibility of identifying a single point when to interrupt a complex

chain of assistance meant that OHCA patients could not be trans-

ported to the hospital without the prospect of ECLS. The complete
absence of recovery among non-ECLS treated patients27 led us to

speculate that, in the absence of ECLS, OHCA patients presenting

refractory rhythms may inevitably be destined to die and instead,

once they have achieved ROSC, they lose the indication for ECLS.47

Even if full neurological recovery can be expected to be low in the

“treatment arm”, it would be zero in a hypothetical adequately

selected “control arm” without ECLS. This simple but unexpected

observation48 poses burdensome ethical questions about designing

and conducting future prospective RCTs with ECLS after OHCA.



Fig. 4 – Graphical representation of OHCA absolute numbers described in the present study. OHCA: out-of-hospital

cardiac arrest; CPR: cardiopulmonary resuscitation; ECLS: extracorporeal life support; ROSC: sustained return of

spontaneous circulation; TransH: patients transferred to hospital without ROSC; ER: emergency room; 24 h:

survivors the day after the OHCA; ICU: intensive care unit; H: hospital; CPC: Cerebral Performance Category.
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Conclusions

In this observational retrospective study regarding a real-world

metropolitan setting, the use of mechCPR improved all investigated

outcomes, from early ROSC to a good neurological outcome at hos-

pital discharge. The relative effectiveness of mechCPR increased

with the duration of rescue medical assistance, becoming significant

after 13 min. ECLS allowed some patients with refractory OHCA to

survive and increased the number of potential organ donors, even

shortly after its introduction in a pre-hospital shared protocol. This

therapeutic strategy is worth considering for selected OHCA patients

as a new and promising indication, especially in those with refractory

shockable rhythms.

Ethics approval and consent to participate

This observational trial was approved by the Ethics Committee of

Monza, referring to all studies cooperating with the Milan metropoli-
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Written informed consent was taken from all surviving and able

patients or their legal guardians. According to ethics committee indi-

cations, a written declaration of information received was collected

from relatives when it could not be given. Patients or their next of

kin can withdraw from the study at anytime.

Social Media & Promotion

In 1366 retrospectively analysed out-of-hospital cardiac arrest vic-

tims, mechanical chest compression seemed to raise the odds of a

good neurological outcome, especially for those needing prolonged

resuscitation manoeuvres. Extracorporeal life support offered a

chance of recovery for patients who would otherwise have died.

Study Question: Do mechanical chest compressions perform bet-

ter than manual ones in out-of-hospital cardiac arrest? Is extracorpo-

real life support for refractory cardiac rhythms of value?

Results: In 1366 retrospectively analysed out-of-hospital cardiac

arrest victims, the characteristics associated with better outcomes

were low-flow time, shockable rhythms, number of defibrillations,

and mechanical chest compressions. Among the 108 patients trea-

ted with extracorporeal circulation, 7.5% had a good neurological

outcome.

Interpretation: Mechanical chest compressions and extracorpo-

real resuscitation are associated with better neurological recovery

after out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.

Consent for publication

Besides informed consent to participate, specific permission to use

anonymised data for scientific purposes was collected from or for

all survived patients.
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